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In the study of African thought, belief and religious practice, the synchronic 
view has come to prevail. The vast majority of recent scholars have limited them-
selves to an overwhelming extent to contemporary forms which they could observe 
or about which they could inquire, The historical dimensions have been neglected. 
In so far as these studies have been made by anthropologists, this willful self-
limitation of interest has been a result of a conflict of 'schools' during the second 
quarter of this century which led to the preeminence for some time of the theoret-
ical position of A, R, Radcliffe -Brown, which dictated that social antropologists 
could not -- when written documentation was lacking -- obtain an historical per-
spective, but they weren't to worry about this, because such a perspective was 
unimportant, 1 Insofar as studies of African religions were made by non-anthropol-
ogists, this same dogma had some restraining effect because of the relevance of 
an anthropological context and the eminence of Radcliffe-Brown as a theoretician 
in the social sciences, 
Nearly a quarter of a century after the death of Radcliffe-Brown (in 1955), we 
find that social anthropologists are no longer afraid of historical investigations and 
are even concerned to downplay their erstwhile anti-historical attitude. 2 The last 
quarter of a century has also seen the rise of an Afro-centric history of Africa, 
which has superceded the older writing of the history of European activities in 
Africa, and this has involved a reassessment, on the part of historians, of the 
nature of documentation and the possibility of utilizing sources of evidence other 
than writing. However, neither the decline of Radcliffe-Brown's influence nor the 
demise of the concept of Africa as a "historyless" continent has had much effect 
on an interest in a history of African religions -- it remains neglected. Historians 
have been mainly interested in political developments, trade and economic insti-
tutions, or other aspects of society that in Western terms we would call "secular" 
though it is not necessarily the case that in an earlier African society the "sacred" 
and the "secular" would be as separate as a modern scholar might assume. When 
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historians did turn their attention to religion it has been to the history of Islam in 
Africa, the "planting' of Christianity in Africa, messianic movements which 
reacted to colonial encroachment, or recent changes in African churches, 3 
That some historians intend to go beyond these limited concerns is indicated 
by the Dar es Salaam conference of 1970 which resulted in the publication of The 
Historical Study of African Religion, edited by T. O. Ranger and I. N, Kimambo 
(Berkeley, 1972), Part I of this volume consists of three essays on "Methods for 
the Reconstruction of Early Religious History. " M. Posnansky explains how 
archaeology may help, while C. Ehret discusses linguistic approaches, and M. 
Gilsman explores the possibilities of the uses of myth, These are portents for 
future study, though the examples employed in these discussions already move in 
that direction, and some other_ articles in the volume endeavor to reach back more 
th~.n the usual century or so, 
Those social anthropologists who have been released from the constraints 
imposed by Radcliffe-Brown have moved in a number of new directions in their re-
search, but not notably in the diachronic study of religion, 4 Those anthropologists 
of continental Europe who were never unduly influenced by Radcliffe-Brown, such as 
M. Griaule and his students, have not been anti-historical, but focused on cosmology, 
tended to have a static view, G. Dieterlen, for example, made reference to a sub-
stratum under contemporary "Sudanic" religions, but didn't pursue the investigation 
of that older level. 5 Anthropologists who adopt the apparatus of "historical mater-
ialism" may be historically oriented but as Marxists are not disposed to investigate 
in detail this "opiate of the people. "6 That segment of the "Boasian" tradition of 
cultural anthropology, exemplified by A. L. Kroeber and E. Sapir, that never gave 
up the reconstruction of culture history have been preoccupied with Amerindian 
problems and have contributed little to the reconstruction of antecedent forms of 
African religions, 7 
The Christian analysis of African religions, no less tha,n the anthropological 
analysis, has a history of development; several generations of Christian authors 
have been influenced by denominational affiliations, the zeitgeist of the times, the 
current state of "missiology," and the interaction with anthropology, the sociology 
of religion, and other academic discig,lines, And it is sometimes complicated by 
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another kind of identity; some missionaries have been wholly or partly of African 
origin, for examrle Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther, Rev. T. E. Freeman in the 
nineteenth century, and current Christian ministers such as Rev. John Mbiti and 
Rev. E. B. Idowu continue to interpret African religions. 
Whether Christian or non-Christian, African or non-African, these writers 
are always influenced to some degree by their experience (from which the writing 
flows) with peoples of particular "pagan" religions. Provided that the African 
writer has not been too greatly separated from his community background by an 
early enrollment in a boarding school, a deeper and defter insight into the senti-
ments, emphases, and complexities of at least one African religion may be intro-
duced into the literature, but the reader needs to add to the usual critical apparatus 
to be applied a consciousness of the characteristics of such a "cultural broker." 
The present situation, then, is that most published descriptions and discus-
sions of African religion have been written by' anthropologists or by Christian 
missionaries although sometimes an art historian has felt the need to investigate 
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the context of religious art. The professional training of an author (the formation, 
as the French put it so well) is significant to the evaluation of his writing because 
it is axiomatic that the answers one gets are in response to the questions one asks, 
and the questions one asks are influenced by the formation of the questioner, that 
is, by the perspectives and theories of a particular profession at a particular 
moment in its development. (See Appendix.) 
In some ways, the writings on African religion by anthropologists and by 
missionaries are very much alike and in some ways they are fundamentally dif-
ferent. That the writings of the two professions on the same topic share a number 
of characteristics is not surprising since the topic imposes some limitation of 
focus, and the authors derive in some way (even if African themselves) from a 
common Western cultural background, and furthermore each group composes an 
important segment of the other's readership so that there is more or less contin-
uous feedback from one to the other. 9 Yet generally the anthropologists assert 
that their purpose is simply to understand cultural phenomena, 10 whereas the 
missionary, in the words of one theologian, studles "other religions much as the 
commander of an invading army investigates enemy territory, and with much the 
same motivations, .,ll The purported "objectivity" of the secular anthropologist 
(or of some theologians) has tellingly been compared to 
flies crawling on the surface of a goldfish bowl, making 
accurate and complete observations on the fish inside, . , 
and indeed contributing much to our knowledge of the 
subject; but never asking themselves, and never finding 
out, how it feels to be a goldfish, 11 
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Indeed, this distinction is one which is at the heart of ethnographic fieldwork tech-
nique: participant observation, How can one truly be a participant (in a meaningful 
way) and an observer (in an objective way) at the same time2 12 The anthropologist 
is tolerant of the diversity of dogma but fails to experience the feeling of the devo-
tee that has been called "religious thrill"; the missionary is pleased to recognize 
a capacity for religious feeling but is not sympathetic ft> the beliefs of the traditional 
African worshipper, 14 
Thus, while we should try to be sensitive to the subtleties of the influence of 
divergent perspectives in the body of literature on African religion, this perhaps 
means no more than that, as in any inquiry, we should be careful in assessing our 
sources. Despite the various motivations which may lie behind different studies 
and the nuanced presentations which result, there is one way in which almost all 
contemporary writing on African religion is similar: it lacks any substantial degree 
of historical depth, This "synchronic" viewpoint, as I have suggested above, can be 
in large measure attributed to the Functionalist dogma of Radcliffe- Brown; let us 
see how this ahistorical attitude was expressed in the metaphor of one practitioner: 
Throughout this analysis I shall confine myself to synchronic 
explanations of the phenomena, that is to say, to explanations 
which invoke only such other phenomena as are now present in 
, .. [the] culture, or which .. , have disappeared so recently 
that they can be considered as part of the natural setting of the 
ceremonies as I have collected them, I shall not enquire what 
either the ceremonies or their cultural setting may have been 
in the past, In my use of causal terminology I shall be 
referring to conditional rather than to precipitating causes, 
Thus in a synchronic study of a fire I should say that the 
fire burns because there is oxygen in the room, eJ, , but I 
should not enquire how the fire was first ignited, 1 
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Now, thatis all right if one wishes to pursue such a line of enquiry but that 
is no reason why someone else shouldn't feel that to say that a fire "burns" because 
of the nresence of oxygen is redundant -- union with oxygen being part of the defi-
nition of "burning" - - and therefore a conditional explanation is no explanation at 
all, and it is worthwhile to ask how the fire was first ignited and by whom, and 
why and when, and had it on some occasions died down and been rekindled, and if 
so by whom and when and why and what sources of combustibles were drawn upon 
in each instance. The "historical imagination" is more extensive than the "socio-
logical imagination" because it includes all the questions posed by the latter but 
applies them not only to one moment in time but to a sequence of such moments 
for a given society and to the processes of change from one period to another. 16 
These attitudes, which have nroduced an illusion of timelessness in a liter-
ature that is sometimes referred to as "the ethnographic present" constitute part of 
the condition of our data base. We have the handicap of having to pose questions to 
renorts on research that was designed to answer other questions. Often we can't 
tell whether there m'ght be data relevant to our questions because the investigator 
may have eliminated it as irrelevant to his purposes. Even when we find material 
of the type we are seeking, the manner of its presentation often blurs its relevance 
to our search. It should be stated that when we find a datum and use it differently 
than the author from whose work we extract it, this does not necessarily constitute 
a contradiction of that author's interpretation. Sometimes the two interpretations 
will be on different levels, and both may be valid (or one or both invalid); but in 
some cases the diachronic interpretation cannot coexist with a particular synchronic 
explanation. 
Let us define the !Jroblem: can we achieve a knowledge of the development of 
a West Afri.can religion, for example Yoruba, Igbo, or Ijaw religion, or of West 
African religions more generally, that would be comr,arable to our knowledge of 
the history of Chr:stianity in the Co!Jtic, Nestorian, Byzantine, Roman and Protestant 
varieties. or of the history of Islam and the growth of Ibadite, Shicite, Sunni or 
other variants, or of Buddhism in its di.fferent "ways"? Can we investigate not only 
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the varieties of forms within a 1Jarticular religious tradition, but trace the growth 
and decline of these forms, and establish a schema of 1Jeriodization into which the 
traditions, and their vari.ations, fit? Obviously, we will have greater difficulty in 
trying to reveal all the r,hases of the rise and decline of variations of religion at the 
ethnic level, but we can be more optimistic of discovering the overall dimensions of 
major traditions at the regional level. 
The first difficulty that will be brought up is that Christianity, Islam, and 
Buddhism all emerged in literate societies, but that the Igbo, Yoruba, Ijaw, and 
West Africa11s generally, have been non-literate until either Christians or Muslims 
introduced literacy, and that we have no ample descriptions of West African religions 
that are more than a century or so in age. 
Is history totally der,endent on written sources? How, then, is it that we have 
archaeologists and comparati.ve religionists writing on the religion of the pre-literate 
neolithic societies of Southwest Asia? They use excavated artifacts and interpret them 
by comnarisons with ethnographic studies and the writings of the subsequent literate 
rieriod of Mesonotamia. 17 Even the naleolithic period has been nlumbed and the reli-
gious concents of European cave-dwellers of Mousterian (Neanderthal) and later 
times have been elucidated. 18 These reconstructions of ancient religions are subject 
to the criticisms that can always be made of any historical reconstruction, but 
logically valid defenses for reconstruction exist and are relied upon by historians. 19 
The question is, why have efforts been made to reconstruct prehistoric religions 
of Southwest Asia and Western Euro1Je but not of West Africa? The most obvious 
reason, it seems to me, is that social anthropologists have succeeded in exerting a 
oredominant influence in discussions of West African religion, and that these anthro-
pologists have been Functionalists, and this has not been so in the other cases where 
the ambience of discussion was created by Assyrologists, comparative mythologists, 
archaeologists and some theologians (but anthropologists had only a small input and 
most of that indirectly). The theoretical objections of the Functionalist school of 
anthronology therefore had little or no impact on the scholars concerned with ore-
historiic religion where this ty11e of investigation flourished. Now that the demise of 
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the Functionalist school has come about, 20 the time may be ripe to open afresh the 
study of the history of West African religion, especially as African history has be-
come a thriving field. While arcmmlogy in West Africa is still in its beginnings , 
i:ierhMs it may be salutary to emphasize an im'.)ortance to being sensitive to evi-
<i,nce ;_n sltes being excavated that may have relevance to the pursuit of religious 
history. 
Even if archaeological and ethnological data may suffice, we still have the 
problem of how to proceed ln its utilization and inter,pretation. The studies which 
have established a basis for seeking an understandlng of prehistoric religion in the 
ancient Near East suggest a framework that can - - as I hope to show - - be applied 
to West Africa, The relationship of religlon to society, explicated by E, Durkheim, 21 
is the basls for a gross perlodization (within which refinements need to be sought), 
consisting of three "culturally-significant" periods: pre-Neolithic, Neolithic, and 
nost-Neolithic, This schema employs concepts of A. L. Kroeber and V, G, Childe. 22 
Kroeber (J; R. A.I., 1945) suggested takingtheold Greek term oikoum~ne (by which 
they meant the "civilized" world as distinct from areas inhabited by "barbarians"), 
and usLng it ln a technical sense in cultural-historical discussion to distinguish 
literate, urban, metallurgical societies from those lacking these characteristics, 
Historians have since preferred the Latinized form "ecumene, " and since few 
anthrorologists seem inclined to adopt Kroeber's usage (while geographers protested 
that it caused confusion, since they used it in a different sense, truer to the etymol-
ogy). it seems that "ecumene" should now be the preferred usage, However, the 
limitation of ecumene to urban societies implies a lack of distinction between Neo-
lithic and pre-Neolithic, unless we provide a supplementary term. In some import-
ant res fects, Neolithic and urban societies are more similar to each other than 
either is to the pre-Neolithic tyre of society. Therefore, I suggest we could desig-
nate the range of Neolithic socletles as i:iroto-ecumene. Childe's final "revolution," 
the Industrial, only concerns us -- for culture-historical purposes -- insofar as it 
affects our perceptions. 23 In sum, these concepts convert the old type of culture-
area map into a kind of topographic projection with non-food producing societies as 
the "lowest" areas, the Neolithic societies as the "middle" areas, the Urban societies 
as the "higher" areas (and, of course, the Industrial societies as the "highest" --
unless, or until. some qualify as "post-Industrial"). 
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Proselytizing religions have often been thoughtto be found no "lower" (read 
"earller") on this scale than the Urban 11eriod. 24 In a less organized manner, 
however, it turns out that Neolithic religions are prosyletizing also. 25 Furthermore, 
despite ldeosyncrat(c differences, Neolithic religions share some basic common 
features -- as do Urban religions. 26 Therefore, when we have a description of the 
tyr:,ology of the Neolithic and tre Urban cosmologies (and thus something of their 
accomnanying behavioral forms), we can assign a particular religion (and even 
elements within a narticular religion) to this typology, whicl! -- since it is develop· 
mental -- converts into sequences on a time dimension (though for nrecisions of 
chronology we have to turn to archaeology and historical reconstruction). 
I do not !Jretend that this schema is foolnroof, or simple in nractice to onerate. 
It is admittedly venturesome, but the results have to be subject to critical assess-
ment by the community of scholars, so no long-range harm can result. Frankly, the 
importance of the possible returns from putting the schema to the test are too great 
to consider not undertaking the work. 
This sketchy outline will become more comprehensible if we consider a soe-
cific examrJle. For this rJUr_oose, the Degama Igho will serve as the least eroded 
Neolithic type rellgion surviving into modern times in West Africa, and the Yoruba 
will serve as an exam_nle of an Urban religion. 
Before the declaration of Radcliffe-Brown's antihistorical dogma, some anthro-
nologists made suggestions of a historical nature in their writings on African religions. 
C. K. Meek and P.A. Talbot saw probable linkages between certain African theologies 
and ancient extra-African religions of the Near East and the Mediterranean basin. 27 
These works, and others in this genre, are in need of critique from the vantage of 
current knowledge, but have not received it, being either forgotten or effectively 
ignored. Labeled as old-fashioned "diffusionism" so that modern students in anthro-
fJology need not bother to read them, they also fall foul of another attitude so that 
if histori.ans stumbled on them, these works would be disposed of in a ready-made 
category, for they anpear to exemplify what the "decolonization of African history" 
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was striving to correct: they- claim that African ideas came from elsewhere, It is 
necessary- to affirm, however, that the recognition of Africans as active, and not 
merely- as passive, agents in their history- does not require a denial of any- outside 
impact on Africa; global history- needs to assess African influences on the rest of 
the world and Asian, European, and possible other influences on Africa. In this res-
pect, Africa is not likely- to be different from Europe, and the statement of V. G. 
Childe in his Prehistory- of Europe could with a shift of geographical reference apply-
to Africa: Europe received ideas from the ancient Near East but integrated them into 
its own culture, and by- appropriate modifications made the borrowings peculiarly-
their own. 
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It will be understood, I hope, that I am not suggesting that all religious 
concepts came from outside, but simply- that one must not be afraid to admit that 
some might have done so, and let investigation be open so that in the attempt to re-
solve problems in the history- of African religions we may- follow wherever the evi-
dence leads us. 
In recent papers, 
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I have posited the appropriateness of a conceptual frame-
work that treated Old World Neolithic Religions as a single continuum, Briefly-, the 
argument is this: Archaeology- has shown that agriculture spread from Southwest 
Asia to West Africa, 
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Harvests are widely- believed by- farmers to be dependent 
on the proper performance of religious rituals, so that it is plausible to expect that 
some religious ideas spread with agriculture, If this is so, we would expect that~ 
some time in the past some African religions would have shared some essential 
elements with Southwest Asian neolithic religion, or at least have had some basic 
similarities, Three factors would disguise these erstwhile resemblances in the period 
of recent and contemporary- ethnographic observations: 1) acculturation of Southwest 
Asian religious "loans" to the stream of African traditions; 2) the attrition through 
time of this old sy-ncretism of Southwest Asian and African concepts and practices by-
later innovations in African localities and by- the arrival in various times in various 
places of post-neolithic (i.e., subsequent to the "urban revolution" in Southwest Asia) 
ideas associated with sacral kingship and the magico-religious craft of smithing, and 
these anti-neolithic pressures would become particularly- strong with the arrival of 
proselytizing religions such as Islam and more belatedly- (in most regions) of 
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Christianity; and 3) the disinclination of ahistorical scholars to look for any evidence 
that might remain. 
Can we hope, three or four thousand years after the beginning of the sub-
Saharan neolithic period, to recognize the remnants of the ancient "neolithic" 
religion? It might seem hopeless if some success had not been achieved elsewhere. 31 
Southwest Asian neolithic religion focused on a goddess who was the Earth, in 
her most common epiphany, but who also had other dimensions, including celestial 
ones; she had no competitors in the supernatural realm, at least none with powers 
comparable to her own. 32 The emergence of urban society in the Bronze Age (i.e. 
city-states which became kingdoms and eventually empires) coincided with a series 
of religious changes in societies of the ancient Near East which generally left the 
earth to the goddess, but brought to the head of a newly created pantheon a male god, 
usually associated with the sky, or with water, or both (as rain). 33 This post-
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neolithic, or urban religion reflected, in a Durkheimian manner, the new institution 
of kingship, an idiom frequently used in theology from then to now, and the new the-
ologies also reflected such associated societal changes as the establishment of 
organized warfare (in distinction to mere raiding), and a patriarchal type of family. 
Thus one deity, usually male, would conquer another deity, sometimes female, and 
take over the shrines and oracles of the conquered, and the status of wife became 
the norm for goddesses, so that they were, from then on, conceptualized as under 
the authority of their divine husbands. Here and there a goddess, such as Ishtar, 
Hathor, or Demeter, managed to escape the bonds and domination of an enforced 
marriage even though they lost their preeminent place in the cosmology. The notions 
and attitudes of this kingship model of a pantheon must have infiltrated Africa along 
trade routes and by other means, but whereas the trail of agriculture is marked by 
the distribution of neolithic artifacts, such as tools and pots and seeds of cultigens 
and bones of domesticated animals, the status of kingship, as an independent invention 
or diffused trait, remains a subject of dispute. 35 But even if an independent invention, 
African kingship would certainly be amenable to accepting Jdeological defenses 
which "kingly" religion could offer once traders from kingdoms in the Near East or 
the Mediterranean reached sub-Saharan markets. 36 So, in West African societies 
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which had kingship we would expect an overlay of kingly reform on whatever 
remains of neolithic religion might have survived, but societies which had 
remained free of kingship, and are recognized by some anthropologists as being 
qualitatively different from kingdoms, 37 might have preserved a more pristine form 
of neolithic religion, though they cannot be thought of as uninfluenced by their kingly 
neighbors, since kingship tends to promote warfare, and ultimately kingdoms are 
the source of smiths, since metallurgy, like kingship, is a component of the urban 
l . 38 revo ut10n. 
The social institutions originating in the urban revolution spread out into the 
neolithic areas following similar routes to those over which neolithic institutions had 
earlier diffused, but starting four or more millenia later and moving at first slowly, 
though eventually with accelerating speed where conditions were favorable. The prog-
ress of kingship, metallurgical technology, and other urban institutions through 
Africa was via a number of geographical provinces, defined by ecological conditions. 
North Africa, where a thin littoral along the Mediterranean Sea and the "river oasis" 
of the Nile valley provided reasonably favorable areas relatively close to the source 
region of lower Mesopotamia; the Sahara, the Sudd, the mountains of Northeastern 
Africa intervened as obstacles to slow down the penetration of the rest of the conti-
nent Tue grasslands of the West African savannah eventually became another staging 
area with the rain forest to the south as a new obstruction delaying further advance. 
The earliest forest kingdom seems to have been that of Ife in the Yoruba-speaking 
country (probably not before and probably somewhat after 500 A. D. ), the rulers of 
which constituted a "dynastic field" 39 from which other kingdoms in the forest were 
founded over a number of centuries. The mangrove swamp fringe centering on the 
Niger Delta remained resistent to state-building until European maritime trade made 
its appearance in the late fifteenth century. 40 Large areas of the savannah and even 
larger areas of the forest survived into modern times free from any persisting con-
trol by kimgdoms. It is in the areas that managed to survive without being incorpor-
ated into kingdoms that one might expect to find whatever, if anything, remains of 
neolithic belief systems. It should be noted, however, that the only ecological zone 
which never succumbed, prior to European contact, to the imposition of urban 
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government, the Guinea Coast tidal swamps and Niger Delta, was the least suitable 
to food production and therefore, at best, only a marginal neolithic area, 41 so that 
it is not here so much as in the farming areas of the savannah and of the forest, that 
we should look to as the most likely ~laces to have preserved religious traditions of 
the neolithic type, 
From this viewpoint, one might raise the question whether the Ogboni cult in 
Yoruba kingdoms, which worshipped the earth goddess Onile, didn't represent a neo-
lithic substratum on which had been imposed by invaders the royal cult of Olodumare. 42 
Some of the Igbo, those who had escaped Benin, !gala, or other kingdoms' incursions, 
might then provide us with a good case of the survival of neolithic traditions in 
religious belief systems. 
In the remainder of this paper, I will confine myself to a preliminary reass-
essment of the long-neglected works of Talbot on the religion of the Igbo people (or 
at least of a segment of them). Talbot reported, "As explained ly the Ibo in this 
neighborhood [Degama Division], 'Chi is our chief God. We regard her as of feminine 
gender, because everything was created by her. ,,,43 He added that "among the Ibo 
outside Degama Division, however, Chi, Chuku or Chineke is regarded as a male 
god," He further noted that the !jaw in this district "worship the goddess Tamuno as 
the supreme deity and creatrix of all, " 
More recent anthropological writings confirm the femininity of Tamuno, 44but 
don't bother to mention the Degama form of Ibo belief reported by Talbot, merely 
stating that the Igbo have a sky-god named Chuku (which Talbot recognized to be 
true of Igbo outside the Degama Division). 45 If as Talbot thought the femininity of 
Chi, in the Delta region, was "doubtless due to the influence of the !jaw, " it would 
not be misrepresenting the Igbo to ignore this outside influence on only one section 
of the Igbo peoples. If, on the other hand, one considers the hypothesis that the 
femaleness of the creator god was a relic of an old neolithic religion (which might 
be plausible in as much as the Delta region is the most protected from invasion 
from nearby kingdoms), then the neglect in mentioning the Degama variant of Igbo 
religion becomes a different matter. The Degama Igbo and the !jaw may be reli-
giously conservative -- and not a puzzling anomaly. 
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A decade or so after Talbot, G. T. Basden, in Niger Toos, stated his opinion 
that in the areas close to the coast (including Degama Division), Igbo culture had 
been disrupted by the slave trade, and so he took the inland Nri area as the "most 
favorable" for the study of "true" Igbo ideas and behavior. 46 The irony is that we 
now know, subsequent to the excavation of Igbo Ukwu, that the Nri area was formerly 
a kingdom, establised through conquest by an intrusive group, and although it even-
tually collapsed, it left a residue of concepts and practices not originally Igbo. 47 
This is still the home area of the largest group of itinerant blacksmiths who go regu-
larly to other Igbo areas to sell their metal wares, 48 and the role of smiths in West 
Africa as agents of social change is well established. So, too, is their association 
with kingship, and perhaps only a little less familiar is their relationship to men's 
secret societies, whose purpose is "to terrorize women" and to exclude them from 
religious ritual. 
49 
Thus we must admit that the area first affected by aggression 
was not that closest to the coast but was that interior area where the system of 
African sacral kingship was temporarily in power. Can one doubt that the religious 
system that goes with sacral kingship was also introduced? 
Furthermore, Basden must have been thinking of raiding for slaves, as reported 
for some areas, by H. Barth for example, 50 when he made his comment on "disrup-
As G. I. Jones describes it, however, the slave trade of the "trading states" 
of the Delta region (which grew up in response to European maritime trade) did not 
depend on military raids but was supplied by a network of markets through which 
professional traders could select from a variety of types of commodities available 
the ones currently desired, so that when the character of demand of the European 
traders changed, the African middlemen could shift from slaves to palm oil without 
any "disruption" of the system or of the communities involved. 51 The slaves were 
obtained in a variety of non-military ways, which included purchase, enslaving for 
unpaid debts or for crime, "panyarring, "demands for a slave as the price of con-
sultation from an oracle, and funneling through the network slaves obtained from 
even further away. 52 The disruption postulated by Basden for the Degama District 
is not substantiated by the studies of Jones and others. 
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Although he misjudged the consequences of the slave trade, Basden had a chance 
to see Igbo behavior before colonial rule, Christian missionaries, and associated 
influences modified it. Arriving in Igbo country in 1900 when the British assumed 
control 'and staying for thirty-five years ["Introduction" to Niger Ibos], Basden 
found the practices in the "Mbari houses" different from his supposed "true" Igbo 
patterns of the Nri area, and considered them to be an "incorporated idea" which 
was partly Igbo and partly foreign, 53 He inferred that it had been borrowed in the 
period of postulated disruption, and though he doesn't say from whom, it would have 
to have been from Benin, Efik, or the Ijaw, for these were the channels of slaves 
from Igbo country to the European ships, but nothing similar to the Mbari cult has 
been reported for any of these peoples. 
The Mbari ("decorated") house can be considered a temple with elaborate mud 
sculptures, 54 among which '"Ala' is invariably the central figure ... 55 Ala (or Ale, 
Ani) is the Igbo earth goddess. An equal number of young men and women are called 
to serve there, during which time they were isolated from the rest of the community. 
Basden found that "temporary alliances will be effected •... A period spent in an 
'Mbari' compound often leads to a complete separation between husband and wife. 
[On the other hand, ] many engagements are contracted. . . . Again, some of the 
women, when they are freed from service, become harlots .... "56 This seems 
clearly to be an example of ritual sexuality of a fertility cult devoted to the earth 
goddess, and comparable in some respects to what was called "temple prostitution" 
in ancient Near Eastern religions of the Mother Goddess. Basden, however, was not 
certain which deity was the most important. Unlike Talbot, Basden was not inclined 
to make comparisons with ancient religions; all that he knew as a basis for assessing 
the situation was that "in some places," other deities, such as Ota-Miri or Opurugu, 
"have a position that is equal and, possibly, superior to her [Ala]," although Ala 
"is reputed to be the mother" or grandmother of the other deities. 57 One of these, 
Amadi-Oka ("Thunderer"), on the basis of comparison with other religions in the 
West African forest, should be conceeded the probability of some antiquity, 58 while 
some others (for example, Ogba-Egbe, "Gun-firer") are no doubt recent in origin. 
Basden also apparently does not see through the personification of the shrine, 
15 
since he speaks of Agbalu as a deity 59 despite having stated that Agbala is the 
"generic term for all big shrines in these parts. "60 Rather than being a separate 
deity, presumptively male, Agbalu should be seen as·aguise of Ala, the earth mother. 
Despite the presence in the temple of Ala's offspring, who as other deities 
receive some homage, the basic outline of a Neolithic cosmology was clearly present 
early in this century, among some of the Igbo peoples. Nowhere in Igbo country, as 
far as the ethnographic literature indicates, did Ala become subordinated to a male 
deity, though where Chuku was masculine, the credit for creation was given to him. 
We can say that the claim that the !jaw influenced Igbo beliefs (in regard to the 
gender of the creator) is not an acceptable explanation. If anything, the !jaw migbt be 
seen has having been influenced by the Igbo (that is, if the !jaw were, at the time of 
entering the tidal marshes, food collectors rather than producers, they must have 
subsequently learned to farm -- insofar as they could -- and absorb with this some 
Neolithic orientation in religion). But they might have been farmers who were pushed 
by pressures of other groups into the swamps, and their beliefs would be in that case 
a remnant of their own Neolithic religion. 61 In any event, the !jaw -- lacking anything 
comparable to the Mbari cult -- do not exhibit as many Neolithic religious traits as 
the Degama Igbo. 
On the basis of the abCM3 (and of the papers listed in note 29), I conclude that it 
is a tenable hypothesis that the ultimate divinity in traditional West African theologies 
was the Earth Goddess. 62 
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APPENDIX 
"History of Religions" is a tricky phrase in English since it is, as used by 
some writers, the accepted translation -- strangely enough -- of Religionswissen-
schaft, an expression coined in 1867 by Max Miiller for the new discipline then prom-
inent in Germany. For some reason its practitioners have been reluctant to trans-
late literally as "science of religion, " perhaps because of the opposition of "science" 
and "religion" in English thought of the late nineteenth century. In any event, the 
translation contributes to an ambiguity which was already present -- in the words of 
Joseph Kitagawa, a leading exponent of the field: 
The term the "history of religions" means different things to different 
people. To some it is a sort of Cook's tour in world religions, in the 
sense that the various aspects of religion are depicted and studied, 
using the comparative method. To others it is essentially a philo-
sophical study of "religion" as it underlies all historical phenom-
ena of various religions. To still others it is a historical discipline, 
analagous to church history, dealing with not only one religion but 
a number of religions [The History of Religions, p. 14]. 
As an enquirer who is by formation not a theologian but a cultural anthropolo-
gist, I place myself in the third category and regard "history of religions" as a 
historical discipline, but the significance of the situation which Kitagawa describes 
is that diachronic discussions, no less than synchronic ones, on African religions, 
will be at cross purposes to some extent, because of the formation of the discussants. 
Religionswissenschaft, and its established English mistranslation, create a certain 
awkwardness, because of possible confusion,thatis not easy to get around termino-
logically. "Religious history" suggests that the particular history so designated 
may be religiously motivated rather than religion as the subject of the history. If 
religionswissenschaft had not preempted the term, "history of religions" would 
mean what it says and only what it says - - but we will have to live with the 
received nomenclature until useful distinctive denominative terms can be agreed 
upon. In this paper, the connotation I give to "history of religions" is that of 
historical reconstruction in the tradition of historical ethnology. 
NOTES 
This is an expanded version of a paper given at the annual meeting 
of the African Studies Association, 1978, in Baltimore, Maryland. 
With further extension and incorporating the ideas in my earlier 
papers (listed in note 29), this will become volume I of WEST AFRICA 
AND TI-IE EURASIAN ECUMENE: Neolithic Religions and their Trans-
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